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INTRODUCTION

Scope
The case for an automated kitchen
Why do we want an automated kitchen?
Automated kitchens will be about more than just robots

INTRODUCTION

Key findings

THE FUTURE HOME

Euromonitor International’s The Future Home
Overview of Home and Technology strategic themes
An overview of the strategic theme: The Future Home
Aspects that give insight into how the future home will work
Companies are meeting consumer needs using various strategies

THE CASE FOR AUTOMATED KITCHENS

The value proposition
The case for automated kitchens

AUTOMATED KITCHENS AND CONTINUOUS HEALTH MONITORING

The future home
Automated kitchens in a future home
The key components of an automated kitchen
Appliances are the backbone of an automated kitchen
Data exchange and closing the automated kitchen loop, allowing continuous health monitoring
Samsung SmartThings: the fridge as the smart kitchen hub
Toto’s Wellness Toilet: the toilet that can provide health advice

MINDFUL EATING AND FOOD AS MEDICINE

Mindful eating and food as medicine
Mindful eating’s place in an automated kitchen
Desire for healthy food and convenience will support demand for highly automated kitchens
Appliance companies and recipe firms are focusing on diet customisation
The Fresh Fridge: helping consumers make mindful eating decisions

BUYING TIME AND THE PERSONALISED EXPERIENCE

Buying time and the personalised experience
Personalised experiences in an automated kitchen
The rise of special diets will mean kitchens will need to cater for varied personalised meals
Leading food players are already entering the personalised experience space
Appliances and services can help with meal personalisation and save time

AGEING-IN-PLACE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF LIFE STAGE NUTRITION

Ageing-in-place and the importance of food and nutrition
Automated kitchens will help with managing life stage nutrition
Need for better nutrition monitoring systems for the elderly
Informetis’s Infocare non-intrusive monitoring of elderly wellbeing through energy usage

SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH OPTIMISING RESOURCES AND REDUCING FOOD WASTE

Sustainability through optimising resources and reducing food wastage
Automated kitchens will reduce food waste
Making an inventory of food supply: the key to reducing food waste
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Reducing wastage through optimising storage environment
Reducing wastage through precision cooking and reducing leftovers
Bosch’s Home Connect fridge with two built-in cameras

AUTOMATED KITCHEN OUTLOOK

A view on current automated kitchens
Where are we headed? Haier’s roadmap provides an indication for smart homes and kitchens
Interoperability standards will bring us a step closer to a Level 5 smart home and kitchen
Interoperability will lead to seamless communication between appliances
The goal of a smart home will be to provide companionship and reduce human involvement
Haier aims to build smart homes from scratch
Sanyiniao : a scenario-based appliance concept for smart homes
For automated kitchens, the future could be one involving robots

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/the-future-of-automated-kitchens/report.


